
1. What percent of your day do you spend doing work that aligns with your
secret sauce transferable skills (skills that you are naturally gifted at & that
give you energy, drive, & momentum)?  __________________

Why do I feelWhy do I feel
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Feeling valued comes from spending time doing work that gives you energy & that you are naturally
gifted at; feeling like an important part of the team; growing/ learning & seeing tangible results.

When you feel valued at work, you wake up energized every day & start the work day with passion,
knowing you're doing impactful work with a supportive team.

Where do these rank for you?Where do these rank for you?

How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements?How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

1. I feel listened to & given
opportunities to grow at work
on a daily basis.

2. I consistently spend time
learning & taking on new
challenges at work.

3. Weekly I feel rewarded for
the impact I make, both
financially & personally.

Strongly
Disagree Disagree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree Agree

Strongly
Agree



Ranked the percentage of spending your work day aligned with your secret sauce skills
as 85% or more, AND
Ranked yourself as "strongly agree" on all of the statements...

Ranked the percentage of spending your work day aligned with your secret sauce skills as
anything less than 85%, AND
Ranked on any of the remaining questions as anything less than "strongly agree..." 

Then you're likely right where you are meant to be. 
 
 

Then that's a sign your work is misaligned with your skills, passions, &
natural way of working & there is a clear opportunity to create change.

The first step is to determine whether things can improve at your current job.
If you determine that they cannot, then it's time for a change. 

Get your complimentary, personalized career fulfillment plan

Rather than hope the grass will be greener, identify what the RIGHT next step is. We
can help you do just that. Get clarity on where you are on your journey to career fulfillment,
where you’re headed, optional paths to get there, and the right next step to take.

What does it all mean?What does it all mean?
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If you...

If, however, you...

Start My Plan!

http://www.thebridgetofulfillment.com/plan
http://www.thebridgetofulfillment.com/plan
http://www.thebridgetofulfillment.com/plan
http://www.thebridgetofulfillment.com/plan

